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Zurich is one of few genuinely global insurers
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Zurich is a leading multi-line insurer that serves its customers in global and local markets.
With about 54,000 employees, it provides a wide range of property and casualty, and life
insurance products and services in more than 210 countries and territories. Zurich’s
customers include individuals, small businesses, and mid-sized and large companies, as well
as multinational corporations.

Zurich has its internal capital model since 2003,
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Continuous development of Zurich Economic Capital Model (Z-ECM)
•
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Zurich ECM is used for business steering and (with adaptations) regulatory
models SST for Group and Solvency II for the European P&C carrier ZIP.
Managing model consistency across varying regulations proves challenging. Every
company has to receive a model approval from its regulator. Internal Model
Approval Processes are complex and labor intensive.
Zurich’s European Life carriers use Solvency II Standard Formula for SCR.

ECM = Economic Capital Model
ZIP = Zurich Insurance Plc.

SST = Swiss Solvency Test
SCR = Solvency Capital Requirement
FINMA and CBI are Swiss and Irish regulators, respectively
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Capital Models aim at assessing capital required
to protect policyholders in extreme loss event
Economic Profit and Loss
distribution over 1 year
time horizon
Probability

Capital Models aim at assessing capital
required to protect policyholders in an
extreme event of very large losses
threatening an insurance company
existence.

As future market volatility and ultimate
insurance claims are inherently
unknown the required capital must
be modelled (predicted) using
probabilistic techniques and actuarial
methods.
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Z-ECM (internal)

ES99 = Expected Shortfall at 99% (or TailVaR)
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SST was the first regulatory regime based on
Market Consistent Valuation principles
Market Consistent Economic Valuation:
• consistent valuation of assets and liabilities
• marked-to-market or marked-to-model
• intangibles excluded
• cost of capital for non-hedgeable insurance liabilities
• economic profit is allowed

Swiss Solvency Test –
regulatory regime in
Switzerland –
in use
since 2006.

Realistic reflection of economic environment …
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Group version for one balance sheet view. Legal Entity version requires
modelling of capital fungibility.
Annual SST filing includes confidential reporting to FINMA (narrative report and
templates) and public disclosure via Financial Condition Report.
UFR = Ultimate Forward Rate
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Valuation of Balance Sheet and modelling of
required capital must be consistent
Zurich ECM values Assets and Liabilities according to economic
principles => Market Consistent Valuation

Assets are at market
values or valuated at
the current market
conditions.
Intangible assets not
allowed.
Certain eligible debt is
count as Available
Capital.

Investments

Technical
provisions

Reinsurance
assets

Other
liabilities
Available
Capital

Other assets

Actuarial Best estimate
of insurance liabilities,
discounted at current
market conditions.
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Valuation date
ECM = Economic Capital Model
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Zurich ECM assesses market, insurance and business
risks which if materialized lead to Available Capital
deterioration
Valuation date

Equity Markets
Crash

Year later

Interest Rate
Movements
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…

Modelled stochastically with a large number of simulations. Each simulation results in
re-valuation of the balance sheet and Available Capital. Under SST an average of 1%
worst outcomes to the Available Capital (ES99%) defines the Required Capital.
ECM = Economic Capital Model
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Zurich ECM reflects Group’s risk profile across
multiple business lines and wide geographical
footprint

1 Farmers Group, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Zurich Insurance Group, provides certain non-claims administrative,
management, and ancillary services to the Farmers Exchanges as attorney-in-fact and receives fees for its services.
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Zurich ECM reflects Group’s risk profile. Volatility
of underlying risk drivers modelled stochastically.
Market and Credit
risk

Life insurance
risk

P&C insurance risk
(incl. NatCAT)

Business risk

Operational risk*

Risk of an adverse value Risk of adverse Risk of loss from failed
Risk of an adverse
Risk of an adverse impact
impact due to
changes in
internal processes,
impact due to bioof financial markets on
Zurich’s NAV. Risk of metric developments insurance claims and volume, costs people and systems or
reserves exceeding
and margins from adverse external
counterparties (including of mortality, longevity
expected value
events
and disability
reinsurers) downgrade
and default.
allows for portfolio-specific risk parameters, reflects reinsurance
Risk Aggregation
The risks are aggregated across risk types, business lines and units taking into account diversification benefits.
Risk Margin

Credit risk of internal CRTIs

Economic Profit

Reflect cost of capital required to
run-off insurance liabilities. Added to
the liability side of the balance sheet.

Risk an adverse value impact due
to default of internal
counterparts within the Zurich
Group

Best estimate of the
economic profit to be earned
over one year time horizon
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Required Capital = ES99 less Economic Profit
*SST excludes operational risk
NatCAT = Natural Catastrophe

NAV = Net Asset Value
CRTI = Capital and Risk Transfer Instruments
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Thank you
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Disclaimer

This presentation has been prepared by Zurich Insurance Group Ltd and the opinions expressed therein are those of
Zurich Insurance Group Ltd as of the date of writing and are subject to change without notice.
This presentation has been produced solely for informational purposes. All information contained in this
presentation have been compiled and obtained from sources believed to be reliable and credible but no
representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Zurich Insurance Group Ltd or any of its subsidiaries (the
‘Group’) as to their accuracy or completeness.
This presentation is not intended to be legal, underwriting, financial, investment or any other type of professional
advice. The Group disclaims any and all liability whatsoever resulting from the use of or reliance upon this
publication. Certain statements in this publication are forward-looking statements, including, but not limited to,
statements that are predictions of or indicate future events, trends, plans, developments or objectives. Undue
reliance should not be placed on such statements because, by their nature, they are subject to known and
unknown risks and uncertainties and can be affected by numerous unforeseeable factors.
The subject matter of this presentation is also not tied to any specific insurance product nor will it ensure coverage
under any insurance policy.
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This presentation may not be distributed or reproduced either in whole, or in part, without prior written permission
of Zurich Insurance Group Ltd, Mythenquai 2, 8002 Zurich, Switzerland. Neither Zurich Insurance Group Ltd nor
any of its subsidiaries accept liability for any loss arising from the use or distribution of this presentation. This
presentation does not constitute an offer or an invitation for the sale or purchase of securities in any jurisdiction.
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